HD EXCLUSIVE

**Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) Sensors**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- 904-7541
  - International MaxxForce DT and DT466 2012-08
  - OE Numbers: 2593753C91, 2593753C92

  **ALSO AVAILABLE:**
  - 904-7557: 904-7557 International MaxxForce DT and DT466 2016-08
  - 904-7289: 904-7289 Detroit Diesel DD15 2009-08
  - 904-7284: 904-7284 Detroit Diesel DD13 2010-09

  **OE PROBLEM:** The original EGT sensor corrodes over time from exhaust heat and breaks off inside the exhaust bung when removed.
  **OE FIX:** Repairs the mounting bung instead of replacing the exhaust pipe to repair the broken EGT sensor inside the mounting bung.
  - Bung repair kit included for a complete installation

  **FAILURE MODE:**
  - Reduced engine performance results in illumination of the check engine light

**Air Tank Cables**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 3 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- 924-5262
  - Various Internation and IC applications.
  - OE Numbers: 582829C1

  **失败模式:**
  - 空气管缆断裂，接头松动，导致空气箱松动

**Fog Light Assemblies**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- 888-5399
  - Volvo VM 2018-04
  - OE Numbers: 20511275, 21165004, 22067654, 48M0429BM

  **失败模式:**
  - 碰撞、路障、水侵入和腐蚀导致更换

**Harmonic Balancers**

**NEW**

**OVER 3 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- 594-5605
  - Caterpillar DT466 Engines 2004-94
  - OE Numbers: 1820855C92

  **失败模式:**
  - 热应力、磨损、油漏，导致发动机损坏

**Cables - Auto and Manual Transmission Shift**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- 924-7002 - Manual
  - Isuzu Transmission MXASC 2003-02
  - OE Numbers: 8973513460

- 924-7011 - Auto
  - Isuzu NPR 1995-90
  - OE Numbers: 8970103940, 8970103941, 8970454470

  **失败模式:**
  - 内部电缆绑扎，接头松动，导致换挡困难
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Multi Purpose Temperature Sensor
LINE EXTENSION

- Intake manifold temperature sensor
- Relays temperature information to vehicle's computer
- Easy to install, no special tools required during installation
- Direct replacement for original equipment designs

FAILURE MODE:
- Broken connector, burned out internal electronics
- Failure results in illumination of the check engine light

904-7044
Various Catapillar Engines
OE Numbers: 1309811, 2644297

Steering Wheel
LINE EXTENSION

- New firm padding wrapped steering wheel provides low-cost repair solution
- Made to the same specs as the original utilizing existing control switches, horn and airbag module
- Direct replacement for original equipment designs

924-5234
Freightliner M2, M2 106, M2 106, M2 112, Columbia, Columbia 120 2007-01
OE Numbers: A1412612000
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